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Two coins from the north of Galaţi County
by Sorin Langu, Cristian Onel

Abstract The authors describe 2 coins from the surroundings of Tecuci town, Galaţi
county.We presume that are coins from Queen Christina of Sweden, but there is the
possibility that the two coins to be a Moldovian issue, so called „Dabija forgeries”.
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In the context of Romanian numismatics the coins issued by Moldova in the
seventeenth century, represents a special chapter. The international political
situation, with the climax the siege of Vienna-1683, was leading to the numerous
borders configurations and a lot of strategies with monetary influences. Many such
hoards dated during this period are discovered, the large number of coins, originals
and imitations, being attributed to Moldovan mint, reopened by Istrate Dabija1
((1661-1665), the reason being that the amount of petty money.2
AE. Skilling; Moldova?, Suedia?; 0,49 g; 15
mm. Private collection.

AE. Skilling; Moldova?, Suedia?; 0,58 g; 14
mm; Private collection.
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The first coin was discovered in the area of the military airport in Tecuci, and
the second in the village of Poiana, Nicoreşti commune, both during the 1970s. They
are minted uncentered,3 on the first, you can see traces of the next coin, and the
second currency is chipped. The year is not visible in either situation due to the
advanced state of uncentered and wear.
They are among the few isolated coins of this kind in Moldova4 published,
usually attention being focused on the hoards.5 In Galati County these finds are not
unheard of, in the same area being found hoards at Tecuci6 and Podoleni7 while a
hoard was discovered in the County, without further details.8 Monetary hoards from
this period are numerous and are both accumulation as well as for circulation,9 but is
difficult to have a clear separation of the issuers due to the lack of publication of all
important treasures, Moldovian minting counterfeits and Polish-Swedish
counterfeiting.
Octavian Iliescu believes, relying more on documentary sources, that the
monetary issues are minted in Moldova at the late XVII century.10 These issues of
cuurrency began during Istrate Dabija and Alexandru Iliaş and continued by
Gheorghe Duca and are part of a general phenomenon of imitation, in Wallachia, at
Snagov, being a monetary mint.11 This opinion has not been contradicted for 50
years, meanwhile being published many hoards with 'şalăi de la Dabija Vodă' (coins
from Dabija Voda). In Romanian Banknotes and Coins12, a well-known catalogue,
are presented more coins as 'Moldovan imitations' of Queen Christina’s coins without
providing other details. Foreign literature works on the same idea, Swedish coins
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catalogue13 presenting more counterfeit coins, issues of Sweden in Riga, as coming
from Suceava. This idea has been repeated by H.E.Skold, former Ambassador of
Sweden in Bucharest.14 In recent years there is a tint of the question: not all
currencies are considered to be 'Dabija forgeries'.
Katusha Pârvan thinks it's possible that some 'Dabija forgeries' may come
from other mints, but studying the great hoards can clear up the problem.15 Analyzing
shillings emitted during Queen Christina from the great hoard of Iaşi, L. Munteanu ,
concludes on the basis of numerous sources including the catalogue of Fedorov,16
that the coins are originals and not imitations.17 Furthermore, V.Butnariu is advancing
the idea that these coins, counterfeits, were made by Polish occupation troops, and
have even been manufactured during the campaigns of 1686 and 1691.18
Under these conditions, the degree of wear and their inscriptions,19 we
believe that the coins presented by us are, most likely, originals, minting in other
workshops than the classic ones (mobile workshops) cannot ruin their legitimacy.
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